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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In March 2019, Qudini surveyed over 2,000 UK shoppers to discover the 

retail habits and behaviours of Millennial (aged 24-37 year olds) and 

Generation Z (aged 16-23 year old consumers). 

The aim was to reveal the types of items people are buying most, the impact 

of e-commerce on brick-and-mortar retail, the relevance of brand, plus the 

influencing power of social media.

Generation Z currently makes up around 40% of global consumers. 

Collectively, they have an estimated direct global spending power of  

$200 billion a year, according to Bloomberg. 

Since they influence what their parents spend money on as well, Generation 

Z can further boast a global indirect spend of $3 trillion a year. 

Millennials, on the other hand, make up a quarter of the total UK population 

and form the country’s largest generational workforce, giving them both 

disposable earnings and the biggest power to disrupt the high-street with 

their shopping behaviours. 

With a startling 70% of Gen Z, Millennial and Gen X respondents saying they 

do not admire any brands, and some well-know high street brands in our 

survey being considered irrelevant by younger generations, retailers need 

to act quickly to change the tide and capture the lifetime loyalty of both 

Millennials and Generation Z. During the next two decades, where these 

shoppers spend their money will ultimately determine both the success of 

individual brands and how the overall retail landscape evolves.

Our two generations of shoppers know that they’re highly sought-after 

by retailers so their expectations of what constitutes a positive brand 

experience are heightened. 

Retailers who meet these expectations will attract the lion’s share of  

a youth consumer segment who still place huge value on the need to see 

and try on products, along with the social aspects of shopping.

Our report findings provide the insights to empower retailers to assess 

both the challenges and opportunities, while future-proofing the in-store 

experience, so that these two important consumer age groups continue  

to value physical retail as they get older.

Imogen Wethered, CEO & co-founder 

http://qudini.com
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How does online retail compare with offline? 

Do people prefer to shop in-store or online? 

How dominant is Amazon compared with other  
online retail brands? 

Which retail brands are considered most relevant  
by different generations?

And how do the different age groups engage  
with retail on social media? 

THE GENERATIONAL DIVIDE

Across one week in March 2019, Qudini surveyed 2,007 UK shoppers.  

We wanted to find out key behavioural trends such as: 

Our aim was to establish a picture of Millennial and Generation Z retail 

behaviours. 

By revealing the habits of these two influential age groups, retailers can 

develop both in-store and online strategies, building brand loyalty in the 

process, and future-proofing their business success through solutions  

aimed at bridging the generational divide. 

This is what we discovered…

http://qudini.com
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KEY LEARNINGS

Millennials are more influenced by Facebook 

and social media influencers than by 

Instagram or YouTube

45% of  Millennials do 

100% of their grocery 

shopping in-store
45% 20%

20% of Millennials &  

Gen Z consumers are too 

busy to visit the shops

13%

40% of Millennial &  

Gen Z consumers want  

to try products before 

they buy them

13% of all age groups  

go in-store for advice40%

Millennials and Gen Z consumers believe that in 20 
years time companies like Primark (5.5% of Millennial 
and Generation Z combined), Argos (9%) and 
Waterstones (15%) are going to be irrelevant.

About 70% of Gen Z, Millennial and Gen X 

respondents do not admire any brands

Friends influence 27% of Gen Z respondents, 

beating TV at 24%

http://qudini.com
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WHAT UNITES OUR MILLENNIAL  
& GENERATION Z PERSONAS?

According to a Digital Dependency report carried out by OfCom last 

year, 65% of Millennial and Generation Z consumers look at their phones 

within five minutes of waking up (compared with 40% of older adults) 

while 60% check their phones just before switching off the lights for bed. 

These are two generations who are smartphone dependent but who don’t 

necessarily follow the talk of the crowd. 

They discuss the things they’re interested in, even if they’re not popular 

with everyone else and, therefore, don’t care what other people say about 

their tastes in fashion, music, or culture. 

They want the brands they like to join in their conversation on relevant 

interests, provide exclusive content, reward interaction and be simple, fun, 

engaging and above all, meaningful. 

http://qudini.com
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/about-ofcom/latest/features-and-news/decade-of-digital-dependency
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Generation Z see everything as conversation so are more inclined to 

share content, while Millennials are less likely to share content due to  

a desire to make sure it’s the right sort of content that will help drive 

their own personal ‘brand me’ conversations.

HOW TO TELL MILLENNIAL  
& GENERATION Z  
BEHAVIOURS APART

Generation Z use images to 
tell people how they’re feeling 
instead of words, resulting in 
image-based social media out-
ranking messenger app usage.

Millennials capture the moment in an image so that they can use photos as 

evidence of what they have done. Generation Z use social imagery to show 

what they are doing right now.

Whereas Millennials use words 
to express how they’re feeling 
rather than images, resulting 
in messenger app usage out-

ranking social image services. 

http://qudini.com
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GETTING TO KNOW  
OUR SHOPPERS

Growing up as part of the Instagram generation where image is 

everything, it’s unsurprising that Generation Z outspend their Baby 

Boomer (aged 54 to 72 years old), Generation X (aged 38 to 53 years 

old) and Silent Generation (aged 73+) counterparts on clothes, shoes, 

accessories and beauty products.

Millennials also outspend the older generations on image-based items 

but are less spontaneous than their younger counterparts as they’re more 

considered when it comes to managing ‘brand me’. 

For everyday items such as groceries, however, both Millennial men and 

those aged between 16 and 23 years old are less likely to regularly shop on 

the high street, compared with men from older generations. So, how do 

men aged between 16 and 37 years old spend their money? 

Our study reveals that 22% of Generation Z respondents spend between 

41-50% of their money with Amazon, compared with 18% of Millennial 

men. Both these male youth generations also spend more on electronics, 

sportswear, and DIY.

Women aged between 16 and 37 years old, meanwhile, are much more 

likely to be high-street grocery shoppers, with 78% of female Millennials 

and Generation Z consumers regularly shopping for their own groceries, 

compared with just 38% of female Baby Boomers, and 57% of female 

Generation X.

http://qudini.com
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E-COMMERCE IS KILLING THE 
HIGH-STREET… OR IS IT? 

Millennials tell us that 84% of them do 50% or more of their grocery 

shopping in-store. 

For these consumers, the quality of the product ingredients, plus the 

ability to ‘see and feel’ before they buy remain strong behavioural drivers, 

directing them onto the high-street and into stores. 

Although the age range of Generation Z means that a higher proportion may 

still live at home and, therefore, have their grocery shopping done for them 

by their parents, 41% still report that they do all their grocery shopping in-

store, compared with 54% of all respondents. 

For grocery products, how often do you purchase 
online v. in-store?

None of the above 

806040200

100% of the grocery shopping  

is done online

25% of the grocery shopping  

is done in-store, 75% online

50% of the grocery shopping  

is done in-store, 50% online

75% of the grocery shopping  

is done in-store, 25% online

100% of grocery shopping  

is done in-store

Gen Z (16-23)  

Millenials (24-37) 

Gen X (38-53) 

Baby Boomers (54-72) 

Silent Generation (73+)

http://qudini.com
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As the younger generation becomes more independent, the in-store 

experience needs to evolve in tandem, as 21% of both age groups already 

admit to doing at least half of their grocery shopping online - a percentage 

that will only continue to increase.  

Those companies that can develop both the in-store and online customer 

journey, plus find new ways to merge the digital and physical retail 

experience, will reap the most benefits. 

The fact that both Millennial and Generation Z consumers appear quite tied to 

the in-store grocery experience is great news for established brands looking to 

connect with these age groups and develop their long-term loyalty propositions.

In the non-grocery categories, 47% of all respondents state that they now 

make half or more of all their purchases online. The primary reasons are 

practicality and convenience-driven - 68% cite convenience, 43% mention 

lower costs, and 31% cite the speed of online next-day delivery. 

Interestingly, both Millennials and Generation Z score highly on being too 

busy to find the time to go into a shop. 

Why do you shop online v. in store 

Gen Z (16-23)  

Millenials (24-37) 

Gen X (38-53) 

Baby Boomers (54-72) 

Silent Generation (73+)

Other, please specify

100%75%50%25%0

I am too busy to visit shops

I can read more detail on the  

product before I buy

I live far away from shops

It’s faster to get the items I need

I can find the items cheaper

It’s more convenient

http://qudini.com
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To cater for the UK’s largest workforce and a generation too busy to look 

up from their devices, retail brands should focus on time-saving, convenient 

and mobile-first in-store solutions that are worth experiencing. 

But 53% of respondents still prefer to buy the majority of their non-

grocery items in-store.

Reasons cited include convenience (35%), habitual shopping (34%), and a desire 

to have a hands-on experience with the product before purchasing (51%). 

Millennials may work longer hours but that can also make it inconvenient 

for online deliveries. While Generation Z believes that in-store is still the 

quickest way to get their hands on that must-have item. 

It’s arguably a disappointing insight that only 13%  
of people across all age groups now head in-store  
to seek expert advice. 

Yes, it’s easier to search for product advice online these days and peer-to-

peer recommendations continue to dominate, but too often, in-store sales 

assistants don’t have the required knowledge or information to be able to 

offer an on-the-spot expert opinion. 

Retail brands who can enable up their sales teams to advise as well as serve 

will be able to offer a more enticing way of engaging with shoppers. 

With UK e-commerce sales continuing to rise (expected to increase by 

14.6% to over 200 billion euros by the end of 2019), plus the average online 

shopper’s spend increasing from €2,515 in 2015 to €3,620 in 2019, brick-

and-mortar retail should take heart from the large proportion of youngsters 

who still prefer the physical shopping experience. 

http://qudini.com
https://www.smartinsights.com/
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Despite this, retailers still need to face-up to the ever-present challenge 

represented by the convenience and maturity of e-commerce, especially 

the dominance of Amazon. According to our survey, 45% of all respondents 

spend over 50% of their online budget through Amazon and men choose to 

shop with Amazon over other retailers 52% of the time. 

When combined with a smooth omni-channel experience across multiple 

devices, physical high-street retail can show strong appeal and maintain its 

competitive edge over online for the long-term. 

Perhaps retail’s sole competitive advantage 
over Amazon is brick-and-mortar, so the in-store 
experience needs to be exceptional and continue  
to evolve with changing consumer tastes. 

Millennials 47%

Gen Z 47%

Gen X 48%

Baby Boomers 52%

Silent Generation 51%

MALE
52% Spent on Amazon

FEMALE
46% Spent on Amazon

50%

100% 100%

http://qudini.com
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WHAT DO YOUTH GENERATIONS 
REALLY THINK OF BRANDS?

When our UK shoppers were tested to see which high-street retailers 

they recognise, Millennial and Generation Z consumers emerged as the 

least brand aware of all our respondents. 

The Silent Generation and Baby Boomers recorded very high brand 

awareness scores, reflecting the fact that they grew up with fewer brand 

choices and therefore have more affinity towards certain retailers, which 

has translated into life-long brand loyalty. 

There is a common misconception that due to today’s sheer number of 

competing brands, plus the ways in which the younger generations now 

consume media by ad-skipping, ad-blocking and a preference for Netflix 

over more traditional forms of television, Millennial and Generation Z 

consumers aren’t loyal to brands. 

As our research shows though, they may not know as many brands and blank 

out those they consider irrelevant to their every-day lives, but they will still 

show loyalty to any brand who speaks their language, solves their everyday 

problems, fights the causes that matter to them, and adds value to their 

‘brand me’ status.

Those brands that Millennial and Generation Z consumers have heard of in 

higher numbers than the other generations reflect this - they tend to be 

newer, more lifestyle-focussed. 

Those brands who Millennial and Generation Z consumers both agree are 

strong and appealing, compared with the opinions of older generations, 

include IKEA, ASOS, Primark, Pandora, Topshop, Nandos and Benefit 

Cosmetics.

Those brands perceived by Generation Z and Millennials 

as being more irrelevant today include Gap, Next and 

Pizza Express, along with (albeit to a lesser extent) 

aspirational department stores and supermarkets  

such as John Lewis, Selfridges and Waitrose. 

http://qudini.com
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HOW TO GAIN ADMIRATION IN  
A WORLD OF BRAND APATHY

When asked to name those brands they really admire, respondents 

across all generations struggled with their responses. 

Some 70% of Generation Z, Millennial and Generation X respondents could 

not name any brands they admire, versus 64% of Baby Boomers and 56% of 

the Silent Generation.

Men are slightly more positive than women, with 65% not admiring any 

brands versus 70%. 

These findings reflect other studies including Havas Media Group’s biennial 

Meaningful Brands, which found that people wouldn’t care if 77% of the 

brands they use just disappeared. 

Brand trust and relevancy is at an all-time low and yet 75% of us expect 

brands to make more of a contribution to our wellbeing and quality of life. 

http://qudini.com
https://www.meaningful-brands.com/en
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Brands such as Apple, John Lewis, Primark, Nike and Samsung, who did 

make our list of admirable brands, all add meaning to youngsters’ everyday 

lives by improving their status, offering value for money, being convenient 

or excelling with the in-store experience. 

In a stark warning to convenience-led retail, when asked which brands 

would be irrelevant in 20 years time, 5.5% of Millennial and Generation Z 

consumers combined cited Primark, 9% chose Argos and 15%  

selected Waterstones. 

Again, Amazon dominates as a highly admired brand but doesn’t yet have 

enough brick-and-mortar to compete on the high-street. 

Retailers need to unlock the potential of their biggest assets - beautiful 

stores, engaging and technology-driven in-store experiences, plus 

enthusiastic staff who have the expertise to make each and every  

customer feel important. 

In this world, only retail brands that focus on forming 
more meaningful connections with their customers at 
a local community and in-store level will prosper. 

http://qudini.com
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When asked, ‘How do you learn about the brands you choose to shop 

with?’, unsurprisingly, Generation Z and Millennials consistently score 

highest across social media advertising formats. 

Facebook ads, Twitter ads, Instagram ads, YouTube ads, and social media 

influencers posting paid-for content all have significant influence on the 

younger generations’ retail habits. 

The way in which Generation Z consume television sees YouTube advertising 

in particular score almost as highly as traditional TV adverts, while the 

growth and popularity of Instagram among Generation Z has now seen it 

overtake Facebook advertising as a more effective way to reach 16 to 23 

year olds. 

THE POWER OF SOCIAL

Interestingly, social influencer marketing has more impact than social ads 

but retailers may find it requires bigger budgets and presents a broader  

set of challengers than a more targeted strategy of promoted posts. 

For retailers serving more niche markets, however, recruiting micro-

influencers (up to 10,000 followers) at a lower cost who have more organic 

sway over their specialist audiences is certainly worth investigating - 

especially if the physical in-store experience can be used to drive engaging 

content and lives up to the hype generated by a micro-influencer’s postings. 

Millennials are more influenced by Facebook 
advertising than their Generation Z counterparts 
and read more online magazines. Both generations 
rely heavily on peer-to-peer recommendations, which 
include family, friends and trusted social influencers. 

http://qudini.com
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How do you generally learn about the brands you 
choose to shop with?

Other, please specify

40%30%20%10%0

Twitter ads

Radio ads

Film ads

Online magazines

TV signage in stores

Online newspapers

Instagram ads

Direct mail ads (eg. flyers or  

brochures in the post)

Friends

YouTube adverts

Walking past a shop

TV adverts

Printed ads in newspapers

The news

Social media influences posting content

Facebook ads

Online adverts (eg. Google browser ads)

There is no way I generally learn about  

the brands I choose to shop with

Printed ads in magazines

Outdoor ads (eg. Posters,  

bus stops, trains, billboards)

Family members

Gen Z (16-23)  

Millenials (24-37) 

Gen X (38-53) 

Baby Boomers (54-72) 

Silent Generation (73+)

http://qudini.com
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Did you know...

If you register your Instagram as a business account, you gain access to 

ad targeting, a contact button and Instagram analytics, which allows you 

to track consumer interest in your posts. 

Discover what product posts customers are interested in and develop a 

social strategy around posting more of the visuals that get shared or  

viewed the most. 

By tracking social interest and allowing Instagram users to contact you 

directly, you can build your following, which in turn grows your customer 

base and spreads your brand reach. If you achieve over 10,000 followers, 

Instagram business accounts can even add clickable links to their Stories. 

With the contact button, retailers can drive shoppers to their physical store 

by adding an address.

http://qudini.com
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WHAT DO YOUR CUSTOMERS SAY 
ABOUT YOU ON SOCIAL?

Just as Generation Z is more influenced by social media, so too are they 

likely to express their feelings about a brand. 

Fortunately for a majority of retail brands, under half (40%) complain or 

make negative comments ‘sometimes’ or ‘always’, whereas 57% are more 

likely to say something positive. 

They are closely followed by Millennials, with 36% saying that they would 

complain about a brand and 56% happy to say something positive. 

As previously stated, both Generation Z and Millennials want the brands 

they like to join in their conversation on relevant interests, provide exclusive 

content, and reward interaction. 

Qudini’s 2017 ‘How Customers Respond to Poor In-store Experiences’ 

study, concurred that Generation Z is less likely to use social media to air 

complaints, compared with Generation X and Baby Boomers. When they do 

post their dissatisfaction with the in-store experience, however, they vent 

on Twitter more than the others. 

Meanwhile, Millennials, along with both older and younger Generation X 

(35-54 years old) consumers, use Facebook to share negative retail 

experiences, with Millennials also more likely to post to Snapchat and 

LinkedIn in order to warn others of poor in-store practices.

Retailers should therefore have in-place a strategy for listening and 

monitoring multiple social channels, as well as targeted posting and 

engaging with different age groups. 

To this end, 65% of Generation Z respondents will 
‘sometimes’ or ‘always’ like a brand’s content, 60% 
will ‘sometimes’ or ‘always’ follow brand channels 
and 43% will ‘sometimes’ or ‘always’ repost a product 
that a brand has posted. 

http://qudini.com
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Did you know...

If each social post is seen by an average of 200 people, around 60% will be 

influenced by what they read. That’s 120 potential customers influenced 

by just a single customer complaint. So, if a retailer has a footfall of 1,000 

customers a month and 22% of those who experience at least one poor 

experience use social media to complain, that’s 55 people a week whose 

posts are seen by 11,000 users and potentially influence 6,600. Over a 

year, these posts are seen by up to 572,000 people, with around 343,000 

potential customers persuaded to no longer visit that store. 

http://qudini.com


WE’RE QUDINI  
AND WE’RE HERE TO HELP
We help retailers use a variety of methods to engage with the different generations and to 

better respond and manage customers’ evolving retail behaviours.

Our enterprise customer experience management solutions enable you to manage and connect 

with your customers across multiple journeys and channels, all within a single platform, using:

Walk-in & Queue Management

Multi-Channel Appointment Bookings

Click & Collect Management

Collection & Repair Management 

Request Assistance

Workshop & Event Bookings

Let’s design your customer experience

If you’d like to discuss how enhanced in-store experiences 

could open up new possibilities for your business, get in 

touch at imogen@qudini.com

@Qudini

Qudini-LTD ©Qudini 2019


